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Why is public transport important?
How are we going to make it?

Cities and Governments now have an unmissable 
opportunity to lay new foundations for the next phase 
of economic development and wealth creation. For 
Urban mobility this implies to prioritise public 
transport rather than to keep on building new 
highways and supporting car industry, which would 
only aggravate the problems faced today by our 
cities. 

Only ambitious and visionary strategies will lead to a 
radical paradigm shift…

PT
x2
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PTx2: 
Setting Ambitions & Picking Solutions

- Public Transport 
Empowers the Economy

- Public Transport helps 
the planet breathe

- Public Transport 
Alleviates Congestion

-Public transport brings 
everyone everywhere

- Develop visionary 
integrated urban policies

- Create a new business 
culture

- Secure stable funding and 
investment schemes

- Do not hesitate to use 
stick-and-carrot tactics

- Deliver life style services to 
become the mode of choice 
for citizens
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Setting Ambitions: Public Transport 
Empowers the Economy
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Setting Ambitions:Public Transport 
helps the planet breathe
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Setting Ambitions: Public Transport 
Alleviates Congestion
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Setting Ambitions: Public transport 
brings everyone everywhere
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What should

WE
 DO?

PT
x2
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Setting Ambitions: Develop 
visionary integrated urban policiesPT

x2
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Setting Ambitions: Create a new 
business culturePT

x2
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Setting Ambitions:Secure stable 
funding and investment schemesPT

x2
Island stations can 

be cheaper and 
need less space
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Setting Ambitions:Do not hesitate 
to use stick-and-carrot tactics

PT
x2
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Setting Ambitions:Deliver life style 
services to become the mode of choice for 
citizens

PT
x2 Newsweek 25/02/2008: 

Since 1990 in Japan:
- 20% increase of urban population

-decrease of 45% of car sales
(before crisis…)



Thanks a lot for your 
attention

tony.dufays@uitp.org
+32-2-6636669
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